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EDUCATIONAL KITS
Developing a good relationship with education is very important for preschoolers. Educational Kits were
developed as a vehicle for parent and child interaction and learning. Once the pandemic began and preschools
were closed or turned to virtual learning, these kits became an important tool. The parent and child learning is
purposeful and creates an excellent opportunity for ongoing interaction. Inside each Educational Kit you will
find: a themed book, stuffed animal to accompany the book, reading comprehension question set, guided
activities that work to develop a strong parent-child relationship, journal to keep track of activities, items for
each guided activity, school supplies, and one backpack. Children are provided with a different kit every
month, themes change monthly to keep children interested and engaged. Our aim is to improve cognitive and
motor skills ensuring our preschoolers are kindergarten ready.
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STORIES OF IMPACT
Zahir and his older brother Xavier are current participants in our Learning Lab. Zahir had not yet started
preschool and was a perfect candidate for our Educational Kits. He absolutely loves his backpack and wears it
everywhere. His mother keeps us updated on his progress and tells us that he is getting better at letter
recognition and was able to answer all our guided reading questions that were included in his kit. He is excited
to receive his next themed kit and add to his stuffed animal collection while learning some new skills! Our goal
is to help the preschoolers with basic reading and math skills early on, giving them a good foundation to
prepare them for kindergarten. We are so happy with Zahir’s progress and look forward to hearing more from
his mom!
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